Weapons D6 / Model M6G
Model M6G
The

M6G

Pistol

is

a

semi-automatic,

recoil-operated,

magazine-fed, dual-wieldable, large caliber handgun. It is a
later model of the M6 series pistols that was distributed to
members of the UNSC Marine Corps, especially those of
vehicular crews, The UNSC Marine Corps aviators are an
example of this. The weapon has a polymer handle, along with
a titanium alloy body and what appears to be an anti-corrosion
nickel-plate finish, It is likely a striker fired weapon, as it has a
hammer cocked indicator and no external hammer; Trigger
mode is unknown. It fires the M225 SAP-HE (Semi-Armor Piercing, High Explosive) rounds from an 8round magazine at a velocity of 427 m/sec (1302.35 ft/sec). It has a rather low rate of fire, being only
about two rounds a second, or 120 rounds a minute. It has a decent effective range, being able to hit a
target accurately up to about 50 meters. Its maximum effective range, however, is around 100 meters.
The M6G is quite precise and has a very small shot spread at close to medium ranges. This combined
with its decent damage against current shield systems makes it an acceptable weapon of choice when
faced with shielded opponents. It has, however, a more effective against flesh and hard/soft armor, being
able to kill targets in a single shot to the head or a few shots to the body.
Model: M6G
Type: Tactical Slugthrower pistol
Skill: Firearms: slugthrower pistol
Ammo: 8
Cost: 1600 (clips: 30 standard)
Fire Rate: 1, 2
Availabilty: 3, R or X
Range: 3-10/40/100
Damage: 4D+1 (standard SAP-HE ammo)
Game Notes: When using against a target with body armor,
apply the following damage modifications:
Armor Piercing: +1D
-Also if the user has an compatible electronic HUD for the pistol's scope system,
scope and sight are used for a round of additional aiming but reduce the difficulty of the shot by one level.
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